
Design & Technology
Room for creativity



Flexible and functional solutions

Sewing cupboard (width: 120 cm)
with  double doors and locks.



A workshop with functional storage, efficient 
ventilation and safety is a good place to learn about 
crafts and materials.

Storage of fabrics, yarn and other accessories require much 

space. Wide cupboards with double doors provide optimum 

space with easy access. Solid wooden pull-out trays, storage 

boxes and wire baskets provide a high degree of combination 

and flexibility.

EFFICIENT USE OF SPACE
A wide range of cupboards designed to fit the needs in the 

workshop make storage of tools and materials easy and 

efficient.

We have several models of cupboards for scissors, yarn and 

sewing accessories as well as large mobile and height adjustable  

tables for cutting and preparation of textile design. Room for 

colouring, exhibition and other activities is also an option when 

designing the layout of the workshop.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Let our consultants advise you about the best furniture solution 

for your workshop.

+ 45 89 37 11 88

info@st-skoleinventar.dk

Portable shelving unit for storage Height adjustable ironing board with compulsory point exhaust



Knowledge and profiency

Height adjustable workbench with 4 sides provides flexibility and 
room for cross-curricular projects.



Cross-curricular teaching and collaboration in 
creative projects are possible when using our 
flexible furniture solutions in the workshop. 

Woodwork classes provide students with craftsman skills.

The room must be designed and built to handle multiple 

materials at the same time – at least wood and metal.

COMBINED CLASSROOMS
If special-subject classrooms for woodwork, arts and crafts  and 

science subjects are placed near each other or end to end, it will 

create more synergy. In addition to the practical aspect with 

joint installations and ventilation, more contiguous classrooms 

provide increased flexibility and excellent facilities for working 

with projects or different subjects.

See examples of a combined classrooms on the following page.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Let our consultants advise you about the best furniture solution 

for your workshop.

+ 45 89 37 11 88

info@st-skoleinventar.dk

Lockable tool cupboards with complete set of tools



Carpentry / Science



Carpentry / Science
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